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Abstract  

Various types of size-based regulations for firms are typical in most countries 
(tax schedules, accounting rules, health and safety standards etc.). However, 
there is only limited evidence of how owners of small firms respond to such 
rules, and what are the underlying mechanisms behind the observed behavior. 
We study these questions by examining the effects of the value-added tax (VAT) 
sales threshold using tax register data on the universe of Finnish firms and their 
owners. We find sizable bunching of firms in the sales distribution just below the 
VAT threshold. This implies that small firms actively avoid VAT liability. We 
utilize variation in both the VAT rate and reporting requirements to provide 
compelling evidence that the response is caused by the compliance costs of VAT 
reporting rather than the size of the tax rate. This shows that the costs related to 
reporting and understanding taxes induce greater distortions than pure tax 
incentives, especially among low-income entrepreneurs. In addition, we find no 
explicit evidence of avoidance or evasion, which suggests that firms respond by 
reducing their true output. Also, bunching behavior is very permanent, implying 
that the VAT threshold hinders the growth of small firms. 
 
 

Key words: Value-added tax, compliance costs, small firms, entrepreneurs, 
bunching 

JEL classes: D22, H25, H32, L11  

 

Tiivistelmä  

Tässä tutkimuksessa tarkastellaan arvonlisäveron (alv) alarajan vaikutuksia 
yritysten ja niiden omistajien käyttäytymiseen. Alv-alaraja luo yrityksille 
kannustimen välttää alv-velvollisuutta ja pysyä pienenä kasautumalla juuri 
liikevaihtorajan alapuolelle. Tämä kannustin syntyy kahdesta syystä: ensiksi, 



  

 

yritysten ei tarvitse maksaa veroja tehdystä arvonlisäyksestä liikevaihtorajan 
alapuolella, mutta rajan yläpuolella alv on tilitettävä. Toiseksi, hallinnolliset 
kustannukset kasvavat kun yritysten tulee rekisteröityä arvonlisäverovelvolliseksi 
sekä raportoida alv:n alaiset ostot ja myynnit Verohallinnolle.  

Tutkimustulosten perusteella alv-alaraja vääristää voimakkaasti yritysjakaumaa. 
Tuloksista havaitaan, että kaikentyyppiset pienet yritykset ja yrittäjät välttävät 
alv-velvollisuutta kasautumalla liikevaihtorajan alapuolelle. Kasautuminen juuri 
rajan alapuolelle on kuitenkin voimakkaampaa toiminimillä ja palvelutoimialoilla 
sekä sellaisten yritysten joukossa, joiden omistajat ovat pienituloisia. 

Tutkimuksessa havaitaan, että alv-raportointiin ja alv-järjestelmän 
yksityiskohtien ymmärtämiseen liittyvät hallinnolliset kustannukset selittävät 
yritysten kasautumista. Tulosten perusteella suuretkaan veromuutokset eivät 
muuttaneet yritysten kasautumisen määrää alarajalla. Esimerkiksi vuonna 2004 
käyttöön otettu alarajahuojennus ei vähentänyt rajan haitallisia vaikutuksia.  

Sitä vastoin alv-raportoimiseen liittyvien hallinnollisten vaatimusten 
keventämisellä oli positiivisia vaikutuksia yritysjakaumaan ja yritysten kasvuun. 
Vuonna 2010 pienet yritykset siirtyivät alv:n kuukausi-ilmoittamisesta vuosi-
ilmoittamiseen, ja samalla alv-huojennuksen hakemista helpotettiin. Nämä toimet 
vähensivät selvästi yritysten kasautumista juuri rajan alapuolelle. 

Tutkimus osoittaa, että alv-alarajalla on haitallisia vaikutuksia yritysten kasvuun. 
Tutkimuksen mukaan yritykset välttävät alv-alarajan ylittämästä useina 
peräkkäisinä vuosina. Tämä vaikutus on erityisen suuri sellaisilla yrityksillä, 
joiden omistajat ovat hyvin pienituloisia. Tutkimuksessa ei löydetä viitteitä siitä, 
että alv-alarajan aiheuttamat käyttäytymisvaikutukset johtuisivat veronkierrosta, 
verojen välttelystä tai yritysten pilkkomisesta. Tämä viittaa siihen, että yritykset 
reagoivat liikevaihtorajaan vähentämällä myyntiään.  

Tutkimuksen tulokset antavat tukea pieniin yrityksiin kohdistuvan hallinnollisen 
taakan keventämiselle. Tutkijat arvioivat, että yrittäjien alv-raportoinnin 
hallinnolliset kustannukset ovat keskimäärin noin 1,600 euroa. Tämä luku on 
huomattavasti suurempi kuin aiemmissa tutkimuksissa on arvioitu. Pienten 
yritysten hallinnollista taakkaa voidaan keventää esimerkiksi alv:n huojennuksen 
automaattisella myöntämisellä nykyisen hakemusmenettelyyn perustuvan 
järjestelmän sijaan. Lisäksi tutkijat katsovat, että nykyistä alv-alarajaa tulisi 
korottaa huomattavasti nykyisestä.    

 

Asiasanat: Arvonlisäverotus, hallinnolliset kulut, pienet yritykset, yrittäjät, 
bunching 

JEL-luokat: D22, H25, H32, L11  



1 Introdution

Various types of size-based regulations are ommonly applied to �rms. These rules are apparent in, for

example, tax shedules, tax enforement and aounting regulations, and health and safety standards.

The main issue with these regulations is that they reate inentives for �rms to stay small. Suh inentives

are generally undesirable, as they an signi�antly distort the �rm-size distribution (see e.g. Dharmapala

et al. (2011), Guner et al. (2008), and Gourio and Roys (2014)), and redue growth and produtivity

(see e.g. Besley and Burgess (2004), Best et al. (2015), Carroll et al. (2001), Hsieh and Klenow (2009),

and Gariano et al. (2013)). Despite their ommon ourrene, there is little empirial evidene of how

size-based rules a�et the behavior of �rms and their owners, and whih types of thresholds atually

hinder potential growth and ause the largest distortions. This knowledge is partiularly relevant for

small and young �rms, who are found to ontribute signi�antly to overall growth and produtivity

(Haltiwanger et al. (2016) and Crisuolo et al. (2014)).

To omprehensively understand the impliations of size-based rules, it is ruial to know whih

inentives a�et the behavior of �rms and their owners. For example, in many tax systems, tax liability

inreases and regulation tightens simultaneously at a given threshold, for example, above a ertain level

of turnover or taxable pro�ts. Most previous studies fous on analyzing the tax rate elastiity, i.e. how

muh a relative hange in the tax rate a�ets the outome variable of interest (see e.g. Kleven and

Waseem (2013) and Devereux et al. (2014)). However, it ould be that ompliane osts (reporting

osts, understanding the tax rules et.) ause even more signi�ant behavioral responses than tax rates

(Slemrod and Gillitzer (2014)). Therefore, traditional tax elastiity estimates ould severely overstate

the importane of tax rates if the e�et of ompliane osts is not taken into aount.

This paper exploits the value-added tax (VAT) threshold to investigate the e�ets of size-based

regulation on the behavior of small �rms. In Finland, �rms with less than 8,500 euros of annual sales

are not liable to report and pay VAT.

1

Therefore, both tax inentives (remitted VAT) and ompliane

osts (frequent �ling of VAT reports, understanding the VAT system et.) hange at this threshold in a

disontinuous manner, reating inentives for �rms not to exeed the VAT threshold. We utilize reforms

in both the VAT rate at the threshold and VAT reporting requirements to examine whether the responses

are aused by tax inentives or ompliane osts. In addition, we study the impat of the threshold on

output growth of small �rms and entrepreneurs.

We utilize high-quality tax register data on all Finnish �rms and their main owners from 2000�2013.

We use the bunhing methodology introdued by Saez (2010), and further developed by Chetty et al.

(2011) and Kleven and Waseem (2013), to study whether the disontinuous hange in inentives indues

1

VAT is a broadly based tax assessed on the value added to goods and servies. VAT is a ommonly applied form of

onsumption taxation in many ountries. Most VAT systems inlude varying thresholds below whih �rms are exempt

from remitting and reporting VAT. For example, in the EU ountries, the VAT thresholds vary between 0-100,000 euros.

Half of the EU ountries apply thresholds below 25,000 euros, inluding e.g. Germany, Belgium and Denmark.
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small �rms not to exeed the VAT threshold. In short, the bunhing method utilizes the exess mass

in the sales distribution at the threshold to infer the extent of the intensive margin behavioral response

aused by it. A partiular advantage of the bunhing approah is that we obtain visually lear and

onvining results on the e�ets of the threshold.

The VAT threshold in Finland is very low, and thus it mainly a�ets very small �rms and low-inome

entrepreneurs. However, it is interesting to learn how a size-based threshold a�ets eonomi ativity

among small �rms, and whih types of inentives are the most important for these �edgling businesses. In

the data, 90% of the �rms in the neighborhood of the threshold are single-owned entities, whih implies

that �rm-level deisions typially re�et the hoies and preferenes of a single entrepreneur. In addition,

approximately 35% of these small �rms operate in the servie setor, but the overall heterogeneity in the

industry lassi�ation is onsiderable. Over 50% of the owners of small �rms have low personal taxable

inome (apital + earned inome < 10,000 euros), whih implies that the �rm is an important soure of

disposable inome for many low-inome entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, approximately 20% of owners have

relevant personal inome soures outside the �rm (> 30,000 euros), indiating that the �rm onstitutes

a seondary soure of inome for many individuals.

Our �rst result is that we observe that the VAT threshold auses a large and signi�ant overall

behavioral response. We �nd lear and sizable bunhing of �rms in the sales distribution just below

the threshold. This shows that small �rms atively avoid VAT liability. Our results indiate that all

types of owners and �rms respond signi�antly. However, the behavioral e�ets are more pronouned

among low-inome entrepreneurs and sole proprietors, whih suggests that the distortions aused by the

threshold are largest in these groups.

We utilize various soures of variation in tax inentives and ompliane osts to provide ompelling

evidene of the fators that ause small �rms to avoid VAT liability. First, we examine the impat of

the tax rate by utilizing hanges in the VAT rate at the threshold. Before 2004, the average VAT rate

inreased sharply if a �rm exeeded the threshold. Firms above the threshold were liable to pay full

VAT on all sales, inluding sales below the threshold. In 2004, Finland introdued a VAT relief sheme

in whih the average tax rate inreases only gradually above the threshold. For an example �rm with

sales of 10,000 euros and no tax-dedutible expenses, the remitted VAT dereased from 2,200 euros to

250 euros after the reform, implying that the VAT relief system indued a drasti redution in remitted

VAT in the neighborhood of the threshold. In addition, Finland experimented with targeted VAT rate

redutions for ertain spei� types of servies. Consequently, the VAT rate for hairdressers was redued

from 22% to 8% in 2007�2011. At the same time, the VAT rate for similar servies suh as beauty salons

remained unhanged.

In addition, VAT reporting requirements hanged in 2010 in two ways. First, before 2010, �rms

needed to �le a separate tax form in order to reeive the VAT relief. After 2010, the VAT relief an be
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applied by simply tiking a box in the regular VAT form. Seond, small �rms with annual sales below

25,000 euros are required to �le a VAT report annually, in ontrast to monthly VAT reporting before

2010. Both of these hanges arguably redued the ompliane osts of VAT reporting among small �rms.

By using this variation, we an study the role of ompliane osts in explaining the observed behavior of

�rms. To our knowledge, this is the �rst paper that distinguishes between the ompliane ost and tax

inentive responses of small �rms utilizing quasi-experimental variation.

Surprisingly, we �nd that even onsiderable redutions in the VAT rate do not a�et the extent of

the bunhing response. We do not �nd any hanges in the observed behavior after the drasti drop in

the VAT rate at the threshold in 2004, nor between similar industries that faed di�erent hanges in

VAT rates over time (hairdressers vs. beauty salons).

2

In ontrast, the exess mass dereased sharply

when ompliane osts were redued in 2010. In addition, we observe a sharp jump in voluntary VAT

registration and the take-up rate of the VAT relief exatly in 2010, highlighting the importane of

ompliane osts.

Our results strongly indiate that ompliane osts are the key fator in explaining the observed

behavior. This implies that dereasing ompliane osts by, for example, simplifying or reduing reporting

proedures an alleviate the distortions aused by size-based regulation among small �rms. Furthermore,

the results highlight that interpreting the behavioral response as being aused solely by the VAT rate

would largely overestimate the signi�ane of tax inentives. If we interpret the entire response as

stemming from tax inentives, we �nd that the implied loal tax rate elastiity jumped disretely from

0.2 to 0.9 in 2004 when the VAT rate at the threshold was signi�antly redued but no hanges in

bunhing behavior was observed. It is implausible that suh a sudden hike would have ourred in the

underlying average tax elastiity of entrepreneurs.

Size-based thresholds typially reate inentives for �rms to stay small, whih ould indue negative

growth e�ets and ause signi�ant long-run e�ieny losses (see e.g. Guner et al. (2008), and Gourio

and Roys (2014)). In the Finnish ontext, the VAT threshold ould hinder the growth of small businesses

if �rms avoid exeeding the threshold for a prolonged period of time. The panel struture of the data

allows us to follow �rms over time, and thus examine the e�ets of the threshold on growth. In addition,

we ompare small Finnish �rms in labor-intensive industries to similar �rms in Sweden. There is no VAT

threshold in Sweden, and thus Swedish �rms represent an intuitive benhmark for analyzing the growth

e�ets of the Finnish threshold. Furthermore, despite the di�erent VAT threshold poliy, Finland and

Sweden are very similar in terms of the VAT system (e.g. tax rates and VAT reporting praties), the

business tax struture and the overall institutional and ultural framework.

Our results show that bunhing behavior is very permanent, as a signi�ant share of �rms avoid

exeeding the threshold for many onseutive years. Our evidene indiates that this negative growth

2

Kosonen (2015) uses beauty salons as a omparison group to study prie pass-through and demand responses of the

VAT rate ut for hairdressers in Finland.
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e�et is foused on low-inome entrepreneurs rather than part-time owners with signi�ant inome outside

the �rm. Moreover, a omparison of Finnish and Swedish �rms in labor-intensive industries supports

the overall onlusion that the VAT threshold has notable e�ets on growth. In 2005�2013, the average

annual growth rate of Finnish �rms just below the threshold was zero, while omparable Swedish �rms

inreased their annual sales by 10�15%. In ontrast, the di�erene in growth rates is insigni�ant at

larger levels of sales, highlighting the detrimental e�ets of the threshold. In addition, we �nd that the

exit rates of �rms inrease above the threshold in Finland, whih suggests that the threshold also a�ets

the extensive margin deisions of entrepreneurs.

We also examine whether the behavioral responses are driven by tax avoidane, tax evasion or the

real output margin. Our indiative evidene suggest no systemati tax avoidane in terms of owners

splitting larger �rms into smaller entities. In addition, we �nd no lear support for underreporting of

sales whih implies that tax evasion responses are not explaining the results. Therefore, we interpret

that �rms respond via hanges in real output and eonomi ativity. Combined with the evidene of

negative growth e�ets, this suggests that the e�ieny e�ets of the VAT threshold an be notable (see

e.g. Slemrod (1992) for a disussion of the welfare e�ets of di�erent types of responses).

This paper ontributes to several branhes of literature. First, our results add to the sare empirial

literature examining the e�ets of di�erent size-based rules and regulations on �rm behavior. Best et

al. (2015) observe that �rms bunh sharply at the kink point that separates the turnover and pro�t tax

regimes in Pakistan. They utilize variation in inentives over time and aross �rms to show that the

observed behavior is mainly driven by tax evasion. Gourio and Roys (2014) and Gariano et al. (2013)

examine the e�ets of an employee threshold (50 pers.) in Frane above whih many types of osts and

regulations are inreased and tightened (e.g. the payroll tax rate and �ring osts). Both of these papers

�nd that this threshold learly a�ets the �rm-size distribution and the produtivity of �rms. Almunia

and Lopez-Rodriguez (2016) study the responses to a tax enforement threshold using Spanish �rm data.

They �nd that �rms avoid exeeding the striter enforement by bunhing just below the threshold, and

observe that the e�et is driven by evasion responses.

Despite the general appliation of VAT thresholds, only a few previous papers study the e�ets of

these thresholds. The theoretial literature has haraterized the rules for an optimal VAT threshold.

Keen and Mintz (2004) and Kanbur and Keen (2014) show that the optimal VAT threshold depends

on administrative and ompliane osts, and the extent to whih �rms respond to the threshold.

3

The

existing empirial literature has foused on VAT thresholds in relation to larger �rms. Onji (2009) was

the �rst to detet lear e�ets of a VAT threshold (approx. 3,3 million US dollars) on the distribution

of �rms in Japan. He shows that large Japanese �rms reated to the introdution of a VAT threshold

by splitting into smaller entities, re�eting lear tax avoidane behavior. Li and Lokwood (2015) show

3

Also, Zee (2005) o�ers a formula for setting the optimal VAT threshold.
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that �rms in the UK bunh atively at the relatively large VAT threshold (100,000 euros). Also, Waseem

(2015) observes a lustering of �rms at the VAT threshold in Pakistan (42,000 euros), and Boonzaaier et

al. (2016) in South Afria (63,000 euros). In ontrast, Asatryan and Peihl (2016) �nd no responses to

the VAT threshold in Armenia (150,000 euros), but �nd that �rms respond to other regulative thresholds.

We ontribute to this literature by arefully examining the mehanisms behind the observed responses

to the VAT threshold, and by analyzing the e�ets of the threshold among small �rms.

Furthermore, our paper adds to the literature on the osts related to reporting taxes and under-

standing the tax ode. For example, Chetty et al. (2009) show that the saliene of sales tax rates is

an important element in explaining behavioral responses among onsumers. Benzarti (2016) studies the

amount of hassle osts related to tax �ling using register data on US inome tax returns. He �nds that

these osts, approximately 650 US dollars on average, are muh larger than previous estimates suggest.

We ontribute to this literature by showing that ompliane osts are also highly relevant for small �rms

and entrepreneurs. Utilizing the bunhing approah, we estimate that the annual ompliane ost of

VAT reporting for small �rms is approximately 1,600 euros.

Finally, we ontribute to the literature applying the bunhing method to analyze the behavioral

responses to inome tax rate disontinuities among entrepreneurs. For example, Devereux et al. (2014)

�nd that small orporations in the UK respond sharply to a jump in the orporate inome tax rate.

Saez (2010), Chetty et al. (2011) and Bastani and Selin (2014) �nd that entrepreneurs in partiular

tend to respond atively to disontinuous jumps in their personal marginal inome tax rates in the

US, Denmark and Sweden, respetively. Supporting these results, the vast literature on taxable inome

responses to marginal inome tax rates shows that entrepreneurs are partiularly responsive, but the

responses an be typially explained by tax avoidane behavior (see a survey by Saez et al. (2012), and

Harju and Matikka (2016) for evidene for Finland). In ontrast to this literature, we �nd no evidene

of avoidane or underreporting, whih implies that small �rms respond by adjusting their true output.

This is also onsistent with the notion that low-inome entrepreneurs and sole proprietors have more

limited opportunities for avoidane, ompared to high-inome owners of orporations.

This paper proeeds as follows: Setion 2 desribes the VAT threshold in Finland, and the oneptual

bunhing methodology and estimation strategy. Setion 3 desribes the data. Setion 4 presents the

results, and Setion 5 onludes the study.

2 Institutions and methodology

2.1 Value-added taxation

Most developed ountries use value-added tax (VAT) as their primary onsumption tax system. VAT

is usually a broadly based tax assessed on the value added to goods and servies. The amount of value
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added is alulated by subtrating the amount of externally purhased goods and servies from the value

of goods and servies sold.

In short, the VAT assessment proess is the following: eah trader in the hain of supply (from

manufaturers to retailers) harges VAT on their sales. Individual �rms are entitled to dedut the VAT

paid on purhases from this amount. VAT is remitted to the tax authorities by the seller of the goods

and servies.

VAT is an important soure of tax revenue in many ountries. In Finland, VAT aounts for ap-

proximately one third of all tax revenue. Among OECD ountries, almost one �fth of all tax revenue is

olleted from VAT. However, the variation in VAT revenue is large aross ountries.

Finland, as a member of the European Union (EU), applies the general EU VAT legislation (European

Commission (2006a)). All members of the EU apply a standard VAT rate of at least 15%. The EU allows

member ountries to use a maximum of two redued VAT rates for spei� produts and servies, suh

as food and pharmaeutials.

The standard VAT rate in Finland is 24% in 2016. The standard rate applies to most goods and

servies. Finland uses two redued VAT rates: a 14% rate is applied to e.g. food and restaurant servies,

and 10% is applied to e.g. books and pharmaeutials.

4

Some goods and servies are exempt from VAT. These inlude �nanial and insurane ativities,

letting and operation of dwellings, eduation, health servies and soial work ativities. Firms that sell

solely these goods or servies are not liable to pay VAT in Finland.

Moreover, EU legislation allows member states to apply redued VAT rates to ertain labor-intensive

industries (European Commission (2006b)). Finland experimented with a speial redued VAT rate for

hairdresser servies. In 2007�2011, the VAT rate for hairdressers was redued from 22% to 8%.

5

However,

other similar servies, suh as those o�ered in beauty salons, were not part of the experiment and thus

not subjet to the redued VAT rate.

2.2 VAT threshold

In many VAT systems, �rms with annual sales below a ertain predetermined threshold are not required

to remit VAT and report sales and purhases subjet to VAT to the tax authority. Figure 1 shows

these annual sales thresholds in the OECD ountries in 2014. The �gure highlights that the thresholds

vary onsiderably aross ountries. While some ountries levy VAT on all sales without a spei�ed VAT

threshold (e.g. Sweden and Turkey), some ountries apply relatively high thresholds around 100,000

euros (e.g. Switzerland and the UK). A notable share of ountries apply a relatively low inome threshold

between 0-20,000 euros of annual sales, inluding e.g. Germany and Canada.

4

Until 2010, the standard VAT rate was 22% in Finland. The standard VAT rate was inreased to 23% in 2010, and to

24% in 2013. The �rst redued rate was 17% until 2009. It was dereased to 12% in 2009, and inreased to 13% in 2010

and to 14% in 2013. The seond redued rate was 8% until 2010, and was inreased to 9% in 2010 and to 10% in 2013.

5

Kosonen (2015) studies the inidene and e�ieny impliations of this reform.
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Figure 1: Annual sales thresholds of VAT registration in OECD ountries in 2014 (in euros)

In Finland, the VAT liability threshold for �rms was 8,500 euros of annual sales in 2000�2015. Note

that on January 1st 2002, Finland replaed the Finnish mark with the euro as its o�ial urreny.

Before 2002, the threshold was 50,000 Finnish marks, whih is equivalent to 8,500 euros.

6

Therefore, the

threshold has remained onstant from 1995 in nominal terms, although it was inreased to 10,000 euros

in 2016.

Even though small �rms below the threshold are exempt from VAT, they need to report their overall

sales to the Tax Administration for inome tax purposes. Therefore, we have data on the annual sales

of �rms below the threshold, as this information is required for inome tax purposes. Furthermore, the

VAT threshold is not onneted to other regulative rules, suh as employer soial seurity ontribution

rates or the right to laim individual-level unemployment bene�ts.

Tax inentives at the threshold. Next, we desribe the main details related to the VAT threshold in

Finland. We fous on reent poliy hanges that a�eted both the size of tax inentives and ompliane

osts. We utilize this variation in our main analysis when studying the mehanisms behind observed �rm

behavior.

We begin by desribing the disontinuous hange in tax inentives at the threshold. Before 2004,

�rms that exeeded the threshold paid VAT on all value added. This inluded value added on sales

below the threshold. Therefore, exeeding the VAT threshold reated a notable jump in VAT liability

6

The o�ial onversion rate was de�ned suh that 1 euro is equivalent to 5.94573 marks. The euro was in-

trodued as an aount urreny already in 1999, but euro banknotes and oins were irulated from the begin-

ning of 2002. Therefore, the three years (1999�2002) were a transition period preparing for the euro (see e.g.

http://e.europa.eu/eonomy_�nane/euro/ountries/�nland_en.htm).
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and the average VAT rate.

In 2004, Finland hanged its VAT system by introduing a VAT relief sheme. The VAT relief redues

remitted VAT suh that the average VAT rate inreases only gradually above the threshold, ompared

to a sharp disontinuous jump in the average VAT rate before. The VAT relief sheme was applied to

�rms with annual sales below 20,000 euros in 2004, and the relief was extended to �rms with sales below

22,500 in 2005. This limit remained unhanged until 2016 when the upper limit of the relief region was

extended to 30,000.

Figure 2 shows VAT remittanes in euros and average VAT rates for di�erent levels of sales (in bins

of 100 euros). The �gure illustrates the introdution of the VAT relief region in 2004 and the post-2005

shedule in omparison to the pre-2004 period for a representative �rm that is subjet to the standard

VAT rate. For illustrative purposes, the representative �rm is assumed to have no dedutible VAT on

purhases, implying that the value added equals the sales of the �rm.

The �gure shows that the pre-reform system reated a salient VAT noth, induing a lear jump in

remitted VAT and the average VAT rate from 0 to 22% at the threshold (the standard VAT rate in

Finland was 22% until July 1st 2010). After the reform, the noth was replaed by a VAT kink, implying

gradually inreasing remitted VAT and average VAT rate above the threshold. Within the VAT relief

sheme, the gradually inreasing average VAT rate implies an inreasing marginal VAT rate above the

threshold up to the point at whih the average VAT rate equals 22%. This leads to gradually inreasing

marginal VAT rates between 13�57% above the threshold within the relief region.

Figure 2 highlights the striking di�erene in tax inentives between the two VAT regimes. Consider

a �rm with annual sales equal to 10,000 euros, whih thus exeeds the VAT threshold by 1,500 euros.

Before 2004, the average VAT rate on all value added for this �rm was 22%. After 2004, the average

VAT rate is around 2.5%, whih is over eight times less than before the reform. Thus, in terms of pure

tax inentives, the reform indued a distintive hange at the threshold. However, as an be seen from

the �gure, the di�erene between the regimes dereases at larger sales levels, and disappears above the

relief region.

9
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Figure 2: VAT remittane and average VAT rates for di�erent levels of sales before and after the intro-

dution of the VAT relief system

Compliane osts. In addition to remitted VAT, a �rm faes other osts when exeeding the threshold.

We refer to these as ompliane osts. These inlude reporting and aounting osts related to VAT

reporting. In addition, ompliane osts ontain ognitive osts of understanding the VAT system and

applying the rules of VAT legislation.

In more detail, one a �rm beomes liable to pay VAT, it needs to �le separate periodi reports on

sales and purhases subjet to VAT to the Tax Administration. This proedure an be exeuted by

the owner, or she an purhase an aounting servie to ondut the VAT reporting for the �rm. The

reporting obligation overs sales at di�erent VAT rates, input purhases, zero-rated sales, and imports

and exports. Also, the �rm is legally required to separate the share of VAT from the selling prie in all

reeipts and invoies, whih inreases ompliane osts.

In addition, omplex reporting proedures and detailed VAT rules an be di�ult to learn and

omprehend. Thus exeeding the threshold is likely to indue ognitive osts for the owners of small

�rms.

The ompliane osts of VAT reporting hanged in 2010. First, before 2010, �rms needed to apply

for VAT relief using a separate tax form in order to be eligible for redued VAT payments above the

threshold (the VAT relief system is desribed above). From 2010 onward, �rms an apply for VAT relief

by simply tiking a box in the same periodi tax form they use to delare remitted VAT. This simpli�ed

proedure redued the mehanial burden of �lling out tax forms, and likely made the urrent VAT

system more transparent.
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Seond, the frequeny of the required VAT reports was hanged. Before 2010, all �rms needed to

omplete a VAT report on a monthly basis.

7

After 2010, �rms with annual sales below 25,000 euros

are required to report their VAT annually. This reform thus dereased the reporting osts of VAT. In

addition to small �rms lose to the VAT threshold, �rms with annual sales between 25,000�50,000 euros

are required to �le a VAT report quarterly, in ontrast to monthly reporting before 2010.

Overall, both of these reforms redued the ompliane osts related to VAT registration for small

�rms. We utilize this variation to study whether redued ompliane osts a�et the behavior of small

�rms lose to the threshold.

Voluntary registration. Firms that do not exeed the VAT threshold an voluntarily register and

pay VAT. There are logial reasons for registering even when it is not neessary. First, a �rm an only

dedut the VAT from its purhases if it is registered, and thus voluntary registration ould be important

for businesses that have, for example, large start-up osts. Seond, �rms below the threshold that have

a large share of business-to-business sales have an inreased inentive to register, as the VAT rebate is

only granted for purhases from VAT registered �rms. Thus some VAT registered �rms might prefer

other VAT registered �rms in business-to-business transations. Third, VAT registration an enhane

the status of the �rm and give the appearane that the �rm is a large and trustworthy partner. This

an be appealing for both ustomers and suppliers, and therefore inrease business ativity.

In ontrast to non-registered �rms, the VAT threshold indues smaller or no loal hanges in inentives

for voluntarily registered �rms. First, ompliane osts do not jump at the threshold for voluntarily

registered �rms as they are already reporting VAT. Before 2004, there were also no hanges in the VAT

rate at the threshold, implying no inentives to remain below the threshold, onditional on voluntary

registration. In omparison, VAT relief also applies to voluntary registered �rms below the threshold

after 2004. This implies a jump in the marginal VAT rate at the threshold for voluntarily registered �rms,

but no disontinuous hanges in ompliane osts. In our analysis, we utilize this variation for voluntarily

registered �rms to provide additional evidene of the sole e�et of tax inentives at the threshold.

2.3 Bunhing at the VAT threshold

A rapidly growing literature utilizes bunhing around points that reate disontinuous hanges in inen-

tives to study the extent of behavioral responses and to reover strutural parameters suh as tax rate

elastiities. The bunhing approah, �rst introdued by Saez (2010), has been used in a wide range of

appliations, suh as inome taxes, soial transfers and priing poliies, to o�er evidene of intensive

margin responses.

8

The bunhing methodology and reent literature is surveyed by Kleven (2015).

7

However, there were some minor exeptions to this rule. For example, for performing artists it was possible to delare

VAT on a yearly basis.

8

In the end of Setion 4.4, we also disuss the potential impliations of the VAT threshold on extensive margin responses

by examining the exit and entry rates of �rms over the sales distribution.
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Intuitively, if a disontinuous hange in VAT liability at the threshold a�ets the behavior of �rms, we

should �nd an exess mass of �rms loated just below the threshold in the sales distribution. As disussed

above, exeeding the VAT threshold indues a disontinuous inrease in both tax liability (remitted VAT)

and ompliane osts related to VAT reporting. Therefore, the threshold reates a noth in �rms' hoie

set.

Figure 3 illustrates the e�ets of the VAT threshold on the behavior of �rms with smooth and

heterogeneous preferenes over gross sales (e�ort of the owner/�rm) and after-tax sales (pro�t before

osts). For oneptual simpliity, we denote that �rms respond to the threshold. However, a majority of

small �rms around the threshold are owned and managed by a single owner (almost 90% in our baseline

sample). Thus we assume that the owner makes all the relevant �rm-level deisions, and the e�ort of

the owner largely ontributes to the output of the �rm.

First, we ignore ompliane osts and disuss the inentives reated solely by the hange in the VAT

rate. Panel I of Figure 3 desribes the budget set in the VAT noth system (pre-2004 system in Finland),

whih indued a lear disontinuous jump in remitted VAT at the threshold. The simpli�ed tax funtion

exluding other taxes than VAT is TN (s) = [τN (s− zs)] · 1(s > s∗), where s∗ is the VAT threshold and

τN is the VAT rate. zs denotes the linear funtion of tax-dedutible purhases z needed to generate s,

where 0 ≤ z < 1. In the �gure, the VAT remitted below s∗ is denoted by △T (s∗).

In the absene of the VAT threshold, �rms loate themselves along the 45-degree budget line based

on the preferenes of their owners. When introduing the VAT noth, �rms below or diretly at the

threshold (Type A �rm in the �gure) do not hange their behavior. Type B �rm represents a marginal

bunhing �rm with sales s∗ +△sN before the introdution of the threshold that is preisely indi�erent

between loating at s∗ or sB. A fration of �rms with sales between s∗ and s∗ +△sN will move below

the threshold, whih reates an exess mass of �rms at s∗ in the sales distribution.

Panel II displays bunhing at the VAT kink system where tax liability inreases gradually above the

threshold (post-2003 system in Finland). The tax funtion is TK(s) = [(s− s∗)− (zs− zs∗)] τk, whih

implies that the �rm pays VAT only on the value added exeeding s∗. Similarly as above, a fration of

�rms loated between s∗and s∗+△sK will bunh around the threshold. The prinipal di�erene between

the noth and kink regimes is that the former reates notably larger tax inentives not to exeed the

threshold.

Panel III of Figure 3 introdues ompliane osts to the VAT kink shedule. The extended tax funtion

inluding ompliane osts is TC(s) = [(s− s∗)− (zs− zs∗)] τk + δ(s∗) · 1(s > s∗), where δ(s∗) denotes

the �xed ompliane ost of VAT reporting. The assumption of �xed ompliane osts is feasible, sine

presumably the osts related to �lling out VAT forms or understanding the VAT rules do not inrease

or derease with sales lose to s∗. We assume that the �xed ompliane ost di�ers between di�erent

owners, thus leading to a distribution of �xed ost aross �rms.
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Overall, the introdution of �xed ompliane osts reates an additional noth to the budget set,

reating larger inentives to avoid exeeding the threshold. The e�et of ompliane osts is similar in

the VAT noth shedule, where ompliane osts inrease the size of the noth in the budget set.

As disussed above, it is reasonable for some �rms to register voluntarily for VAT. These �rms have

no inentives to bunh at the threshold in the noth shedule. In the kink shedule, only tax inentives

hange at the threshold for voluntarily registered �rms. Consequently, as there are �rms with no or only

small inentives not to exeed the threshold, we are likely to observe a positive mass of �rms also just

above the VAT threshold in the sales distribution. In other words, the VAT threshold does not indue a

region of dominated hoie just above the threshold where no �rms with standard preferenes will loate,

in omparison to an inome tax noth often disussed in the bunhing literature (Kleven 2015, Kleven

and Waseem 2013).

Following this, Panel IV illustrates the theoretial sales distribution in the presene of the VAT

threshold. The solid blue line denotes the observed sales distribution after the introdution of the VAT

threshold. The red dashed line denotes the ounterfatual distribution that would exist in the absene

of the threshold. A fration of �rms originally loated between s∗ and s∗+△s move below the threshold

beause of tax inentives and/or ompliane osts. This behavior reates a spike in the distribution at

s∗, and a missing mass in the distribution above it. Assuming heterogeneous preferenes aross di�erent

�rms and no extensive margin responses, the observed density gradually approahes the ounterfatual

density above s∗ (see Kleven (2015)).
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Figure 3: Bunhing at the VAT rate noth (Panel I) ii), VAT rate kink (Panel II), VAT rate kink with

ompliane osts (Panel III), and the theoretial sales distribution in the presene of bunhing (Panel

IV)

2.4 Determinants of bunhing behavior

The behavioral response aused by the VAT threshold is estimated by relating the observed exess mass

below the threshold to the ounterfatual density. This bunhing estimate inludes responses to both tax

inentives, i.e. the sales elastiity with respet to the VAT rate, and ompliane osts. Therefore, the

ross setional bunhing estimate is a funtion of two unobserved omponents: b̂ = b(τ, s∗; e, δ), where

e is the underlying VAT rate elastiity and δ denotes the responsiveness to ompliane osts. The sales

elastiity with respet to the VAT rate is expressed as e = (△s∗/s∗)/(△τ/τ), where the sales response

(△s∗/s∗) is related to the hange in the VAT rate at the threshold (△τ/τ). We disuss the pratial

estimation of the exess mass and the elastiity parameter in detail in Setion 2.5.

In our main analysis, we follow the approah in Best et al. (2015) and Gelber et al. (2015)

9

and

utilize variation in inentives over time to distinguish between di�erent unobserved fators that a�et

the extent of the bunhing behavior. We utilize quasi-experimental variation in both tax inentives and

9

Best et al. (2015) utilize hanges in the loation of the turnover/pro�t tax threshold over time to infer whether the

observed response is aused by evasion or real responses. Gelber et al. (2015) utilize hanges in the size of the kink reated

by the Soial Seurity Annual Earnings Test (AET) in the US to distinguish between individual adjustment fritions and

the strutural earnings elastiity.
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ompliane osts to study whether the observed response to the threshold is aused by the VAT rate or

ompliane osts, or both. To do this, we estimate the amount of bunhing at the threshold in di�erent

tax inentive and ompliane ost regimes over time.

In the following, we assume that both tax inentives and ompliane osts hange at the thresh-

old simultaneously. In the ase of the VAT noth (2000�2003), the amount of bunhing is given by

bN (τN , s∗; e, δ) =
´ s∗+△sN

s∗
h0(s)ds ⋍ h0(s

∗)△s∗, where h0(s
∗) is the estimated ounterfatual density,

and s∗ +△sN denotes the marginal bunhing �rm. Similarly, in the VAT kink system (2004�2009), the

amount of bunhing is de�ned as bK(τK , s∗; e, δ) =
´ s∗+△sK

s∗
h0(s)ds. After the ompliane ost reform

(2010�2013), the exess bunhing is bC(τK , s∗; e, δC) =
´ s∗+△sC

s∗
h0(s)ds, where δC < δ.

If we assume that tax inentives drive �rms to avoid exeeding the threshold, we should observe that

b̂N (τN , s∗; e, δ) > b̂K(τK , s∗; e, δ). In other words, there would always be more bunhing in the noth

shedule ompared to the kink regime if the VAT rate drives the response. This hypothesis follows from

assuming that the underlying tax rate elastiity remains onstant over time (or at least that e does

not jump in a disontinuous fashion at the time of the reform), and that the owners have smooth and

heterogeneous preferenes over gross sales and after-tax sales. Assuming bN > bK is feasible as long as

the marginal bunher �rm is loated within the VAT relief region (below 22,500 euros) in the absene of

the threshold. In this ase, TK(s∗ +△sN ) < TN (s∗ +△sN ) by de�nition, beause the remitted VAT is

smaller for the marginal bunher at a given point in the sales distribution above s∗ (see Figure 2 above).

Moreover, if we assume that ompliane osts a�et �rm responses, we should observe that b̂K(τN , s∗; e, δ) >

b̂C(τK , s∗; e, δC). This assumption follows from the fat that the ompliane ost is smaller after the 2010

reform (δC < δ), and thus the overall inentives to avoid the VAT liability are smaller.

Our testable hypotheses are therefore the following: if tax inentives fully drive the response, we

should observe that the exess mass at the threshold dereases after the VAT relief reform by the full

amount implied by the VAT rate elastiity. If the hange in exess mass is smaller than that but still

signi�ant, we an dedue that both tax inentives and ompliane osts explain the observed responses.

If tax inentives indue no responses, we should �nd that b̂N ≈ b̂K . This would indiate that ompliane

osts dominate in explaining the observed responses. For this equality to hold, the following ondition

needs to hold: δ(s∗) ≥ (1− z)(s∗ +△sN )− TK(s∗ +△sN ). This implies that in order for the marginal

bunher �rm not to reloate from below the threshold to (s∗ +△sN) after the VAT rate redution, the

ompliane osts must be equal to or greater than the net value added at (s∗ +△sN ).10

In addition, if dereased ompliane osts redue the observed exess mass, we should �nd that

b̂K > b̂C . If ompliane osts indue no hanges, we should observe similar responses before and after

the hange in ompliane osts. Overall, mutually onsistent results from both the hanges in tax

10

Similar hypotheses are also appliable when analyzing di�erent hanges in the VAT rate aross similar industries, i.e.

when omparing the exess mass estimates of hairdressers that experiened a VAT rate redution with beauty salons that

did not fae hanges in the VAT rate.
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inentives and ompliane osts over time would give us straightforward and onvining evidene on the

determinants on the observed response.

2.5 Empirial estimation

Following earlier bunhing literature (e.g. Chetty et al. (2011)), the ounterfatual density is estimated

by �tting a �exible polynomial funtion to the observed distribution, exluding an area around s∗ from

the observed distribution. First, we re-enter inome in terms of s∗, and group �rms into small sales bins

of 100¿. We then estimate a ounterfatual density by regressing the following equation and exluding

the region around the threshold [sL, sH ] from the regression

cj =

p∑

i=0

βi(sj)
i +

sH∑

i=sL

ηi · 1(sj = i) + εj (1)

where cj is the ount of �rms in bin j, and sj denotes the sales level in bin j. The order of the polynomial

is denoted by p. Thus the �tted values for the ounterfatual density are given by ĉj =
∑p

i=0
βi(sj)

i.

The exess bunhing is estimated by relating the atual number of �rms lose to the threshold within

(sL, s
∗) to the estimated ounterfatual density in the same region:

b̂(s∗) =

∑s∗

i=sL
(cj − ĉj)

∑s∗

i=sL
ĉj/Nj

(2)

where Nj is the number of bins within [sL, s
∗].

As in the earlier literature, we determine the lower limit of the exluded region (sL) based on visual

observations of the sales distribution. Intuitively, sL represents the point in the sales distribution where

the bunhing behavior begins, i.e. the density of �rms begins to inrease. Due to imperfet ontrol and

unertainty about the exat amount of annual sales, it is likely that we do not observe sharp bunhing

exatly at the threshold but rather a luster of �rms in a region below it.

We follow the approah of Kleven and Waseem (2013) to de�ne the upper limit. We determine sH

suh that the estimated exess mass b̂E(s
∗) = (

∑s∗

i=sL
cj − ĉj) equals the estimated missing mass above

the threshold, b̂M (s∗) = (
∑sH

s>s∗ ĉj − cj). We apply this onvergene ondition by starting from a small

value of sH and inreasing it gradually until b̂E(s
∗) ≈ b̂M (s∗). This de�nition for sH denotes the upper

bound of the exluded range, and thus the lower bound for estimated exess bunhing (Kleven and

Waseem 2013).

11

This ondition states that �rms that bunh at the threshold ome from the region

diretly above it, as shown in Panel IV of Figure 3 above. Furthermore, this onvergene ondition

11

Kleven and Waseem (2013) apply this onvergene ondition to estimate the ounterfatual density around individual

inome tax nothes in Pakistan. For individual tax rate kink points in Denmark, Chetty et al. (2011) determine the upper

limit visually, and then iteratively adjust the ounterfatual density above the kink point suh that it inludes the exess

mass at the kink. This makes the estimated ounterfatual density equal to the observed density. These proedures are

intuitively similar, but the onvergene method of Kleven and Waseem (2013) typially provides a smaller estimate for

exess bunhing. In addition, the onvergene method provides a more justi�ed approah to de�ne the upper limit of the

exluded region when estimating the ounterfatual density.
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de�nes the marginal bunher �rm with sales s∗ +△s.

In addition, we relate the estimated exess bunhing to the hange in the VAT rate at the threshold to

alulate the tax rate elastiity. Following Kleven and Waseem (2013), we relate the sales response of the

estimated marginal bunher �rm to the hange in the remitted VAT aused by exeeding the threshold

by △s. We alulate the elastiity at the VAT noth using the following quadrati formula: eN ≈

(△s/s∗)2/△tN , where △s/s∗ = (sH − s∗)/s∗ is the relative sales response of the marginal bunher, and

△tN = [(s∗ − zs∗) + ((△s− s∗)− (z△s− zs∗))] τn/△s de�nes the relative inrease in VAT payments

aused by exeeding the threshold by ∆s. In the VAT kink regime, the elastiity is eK ≈ (△s/s∗)2/△tK ,

where △tK = ((△s− s∗)− (z△s− zs∗))τk/△s.

Compared to the VAT noth, the �rm needs to pay VAT only for sales above s∗ within the VAT

kink system. This implies that the impliit marginal tax rate (△tN , △tK) is larger at the VAT noth

ompared to the VAT kink with a given sales response △s. However, as Figure 2 above shows, the

average VAT rate inreases above the VAT kink, implying a smoothly inreasing marginal VAT rate.

Therefore, τk is not onstant in pratie, as it inreases with △s in the VAT relief sheme. We take this

issue into aount when alulating the implied elastiity. In addition, we use the bin-level average of

the value added of the marginal bunher �rm when alulating the impliit VAT rate and the elastiity

estimates.

As is ustomary in the literature, we alulate standard errors for all the estimates using a residual-

based bootstrap proedure. We generate a large number of sales distributions by randomly resampling

the residuals from equation (1) with replaements, and generate a large number of new estimates of the

ounterfatual density based on the resampled distributions. The bootstrap proedure takes into aount

the iterative proess to determine sH . Based on the bootstrapped ounterfatual densities, we evaluate

variation in the estimates of interest. The standard errors for eah estimate are de�ned as the standard

deviation in the distribution of the estimate.

3 Data and desriptive statistis

3.1 Data

Our data are from the Finnish Tax Administration and over the period 2000�2013. The data ontain

all businesses that operate in Finland, inluding �rms that are registered to pay VAT and �rms that are

not inluded in the VAT register. The data also inlude aurate information on total sales for �rms

that are below the VAT threshold, as this information is required for inome tax purposes. Thus this

data enable us to analyze the e�et of the VAT threshold on the distribution of sales.

The data inlude all information needed for tax purposes, suh as sales, taxable pro�ts, expenses,

assets and the organizational form. In addition, we have data on other relevant �rm-level variables,
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inluding the number of employees and the industry lassi�ation. Also, we an link owner-level variables,

suh as the personal taxable wage and apital inome of the main owner, to the �rm-level data. The

owner-level data are available from 2002 onward.

In the following analysis, we exlude all �rms that operate in setors that are not subjet to VAT,

suh as �nanial and insurane ativities, letting and operation of dwellings, eduation, and health and

soial work ativities. Sine these �rms are not liable to pay VAT, it is not relevant to inlude them

in the analysis of behavioral responses to the VAT threshold. In our baseline analysis, we restrit the

sample to inlude only �rms with annual sales below 20,000 euros, sine these �rms an be thought

of as being a�eted by the threshold. Furthermore, we exlude �rms that are taxed on an assessment

by the Finnish Tax Administration, as tax reord information based on assessment does not provide

evidene of behavioral hoies of �rms in response to the VAT threshold. Aording to the Finnish Tax

Administration, the most ommon reason for assessed taxation is that a �rm has not returned its tax

forms in time.

3.2 Charateristis of small �rms and their main owners

Table 1 shows the desriptive statistis of small �rms (annual sales between 1,500�20,000 euros) and

their main owners in Finland. From the �rm-level statistis (upper panel) we an unsurprisingly observe

that most of the �rms in our sample do not have any employees, and have relatively low taxable pro�ts,

expenses and assets. The relative average value added of these �rms is large, indiating that the expense-

to-sales ratio is typially small. This also implies that the e�ort of the entrepreneur mostly ontributes

to the value added of the �rm. In addition, the high value added relative to sales also indiates that the

tax inentives reated by the VAT threshold are relevant for most small �rms and their owners, as they

are subjet to onsiderable relative VAT payments if the threshold is exeeded.

The table shows that sole proprietor is learly the most ommon organizational form among small

�rms in Finland, as almost 70% of small �rms in our sample are sole proprietors. One �fth of the �rms

in the sample are privately-held orporations, and 9% are partnership �rms. Overall, 90% of the �rms

in our sample are owned by a single entrepreneur. Furthermore, small �rms represent a wide variety

of di�erent industries. However, a large share of �rms (36%) operate in the servie setor, whih is a

typial industry for single-owned �rms and sole proprietors.

The lower panel of Table 1 desribes the owner-level tax reord data. Overall, the average total inome

of the owner (the sum of taxable gross wage and gross apital inome) is relatively low, approximately

16,600 euros. However, there is a lot of heterogeneity with respet to the inome level of the owner.

Over 50% of the owners in our sample have very low personal taxable inome (below 10,000 euros).

Approximately 20% of the owners have personal inome between 10,000�20,000 euros, and roughly 30%

of the owners have personal inome above 20,000 euros.
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In order to more spei�ally desribe the role of the �rm in generating inome for the entrepreneur,

we de�ne owners as 'full-time' entrepreneurs if the annual sales of the �rm are larger than the total

inome of the owner. Most of the owners ful�ll our de�nition of a full-time entrepreneur, as over 50%

of all main owners in our sample have more annual sales in their �rm than they have total personal

gross inome. Also, 'full-time' owners are distributed equally aross genders. Therefore, the desriptive

statistis suggest that part-time businesses do not omprise the majority of our sample, and despite the

relatively low level of sales, many small �rms are the main soure of inome for their owner. Overall,

potential heterogeneous responses to the VAT threshold ould be important in terms of interpreting the

results. For example, the impliations of behavioral responses ould be di�erent if only side businesses

respond to the threshold. In Setion 4.1, we study responses to the VAT threshold separately for di�erent

types of �rms and owners.

Firm-level statistis (n=713,249)

Sales Expenses

∗
Value added

+
No. empl. Pro�ts Assets Sole propri. Corpor. Partn.

Mean 8,883 2,196 6,691 0.157 1,596 10,309 0.688 0.226 0.085

sd 5,346 10,844 11,632 1.100 9,471 66,840 0.463 0.418 0.279

By industry^ Commere Constrution Hospitality Servies Other

Mean 0.156 0.079 0.109 0.360 0.298

sd 0.363 0.269 0.312 0.480 0.457

Owner-level statistis (n=550,373)

⊗

Age Female Tot.In.(TI)

#
TI <10k TI 10-20k TI < 20-30k TI > 30k

Mean 47 0.456 16,605 0.522 0.188 0.118 0.173

sd 13.6 0.498 958,784 0.500 0.391 0.322 0.378

Full time

¤

Female Male

Full time Part time Full time Part time

Mean 0.519 0.252 0.204 0.267 0.277

sd 0.500 0.434 0.403 0.442 0.448

Notes: The sample inludes �rms with sales between 1,500�20,000 euros per year.

^Industries are ategorized using Statistis Finland's standard Industrial Classi�ation (2008). 'Servies' inlude professional,

sienti�, tehnial, administrative, support servie, soial work and other servie ativities. Transportation and storage are also

inluded in 'Servies'. 'Hospitality' refer to hotels and restaurants. 'Constrution' inludes onstrution and real estate ativities.

'Commere' inludes wholesale and retail trade, and repair of motor vehiles and motoryles. The ategory 'Other' inludes

agriulture, mining, manufaturing, waste management et. Households ating as employers and extraterritorial organizations are

also inluded in the 'Other' ategory.

∗
Information only from 2002 onwards.

+
Value added is de�ned as sales minus expenses.

⊗
Owner-level information available only

from 2002 onward.

#
Personal total inome (TI) = taxable gross earned inome + taxable gross apital inome.

¤

Full-time=full-

time entrepreneur if personal total inome (apital inome + earned inome) < sales of the �rm.

Table 1: Desriptive statistis, 2000�2013

4 Results

4.1 Overall responses

Figure 4 shows the sales distribution around the VAT threshold for all �rms in our estimation sample

using pooled data from 2000�2013. The �gure plots the observed sales distribution (solid line) and

ounterfatual distribution (dashed line) relative to the threshold in bins of 100¿ in a range of +/-

7,000¿ from the threshold. The threshold is marked with a dashed vertial line. The exluded region

[sL, sH ] in the estimation of the ounterfatual is marked with solid vertial lines.
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The �gure denotes the estimate for the exess mass at the threshold with bootstrapped standard

errors, and the estimate for the upper limit of the exluded region, sH , whih is determined by the

iterative proess explained above. The upper limit also denotes the sales response of the marginal

bunhing �rm, ∆s. Exess bunhing is measured by relating the number of �rms in the observed sales

distribution to the ounterfatual density within the region [sL, 0].
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Figure 4: Bunhing at the VAT threshold, 2000�2013

Figure 4 shows that the exess bunhing is striking. A visually signi�ant proportion of small �rms

loate themselves just below the VAT threshold. In addition, the estimate for exess bunhing (3.0) is

notable and strongly statistially signi�ant. These imply that the VAT threshold learly a�ets the

reported sales of small �rms. The sales distribution is otherwise rather smooth, with the exeption of

round-number bunhing, whih an be seen as spikes in the distribution at onvenient round numbers

suh as 5,000 and 10,000 euros. Nevertheless, bunhing is muh more evident below the VAT threshold

than at any of the round numbers, implying apparent behavioral responses to the threshold.

In our baseline analysis, the lower limit of the exluded range is -9, and the ounterfatual density

is estimated using a 7th-order polynomial funtion. Table 3 in the Appendix shows the results when we

vary these hoies. Overall, the onlusion of distintive exess bunhing is robust to di�erent hoies.

Varying the order of the polynomial from 4 to 10 provides statistially similar results. Dereasing the

lower limit from -4 to -15 inreases the exess bunhing estimate, but estimates using smaller values than

-9 provide statistially similar results. As an additional robustness hek, we follow Kleven and Waseem

(2013) and estimate the ounterfatual density taking round-number bunhing into aount. However,

this does not a�et the exess bunhing estimate in a signi�ant manner (see Figure 18 in the Appendix).

In addition, we study the heterogeneity of the overall response. Table 2 shows the exess bunhing
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estimates separately for di�erent types of owners and �rms. The main observation is that we �nd

signi�ant exess mass estimates and observe visually lear bunhing in all subgroups. This indiates

that the overall response is not driven by ertain groups of �rms and owners responding very atively

while other groups do not respond at all.

However, we �nd some di�erenes aross di�erent types of owners and �rms. First, female owners

(exess mass 4.2) appear to bunh more atively than male owners (3.0). In partiular, females lassi�ed

as 'full-time' owners (personal taxable inome < sales of the �rm) bunh very atively (5.1). One potential

explanation for this �nding ould be that household seondary earners, who are typially women, respond

more. Unfortunately, our data do not inlude information on household harateristis, and we are

therefore unable to analyze this issue more thoroughly. Nevertheless, we observe lear bunhing both for

men and high-inome entrepreneurs, whih implies that the e�ets aused by the threshold appear not

be in any way limited to seondary earners.

In addition, sole proprietors (3.7) seem to bunh more atively than partnership �rms (2.4) and

orporations (2.1). Overall, the general administrative burden is typially smaller for a sole proprietor

ompared to orporations and partnership �rms. For example, only sole proprietors are entitled to

use single-entry bookkeeping. However, VAT regulations and VAT reporting do not di�er between

organizational forms, whih implies that �rms with di�erent organizational forms fae similar inentives

not to exeed the VAT threshold. In addition, �rms in the servie industry bunh more atively than

others, but the bunhing is signi�ant in all industry ategories, and thus the results are not driven by

ertain industries.

Furthermore, we divide �rms into quartiles based on their expense-to-sales ratios. This ratio approx-

imates the value added of the �rm, and thus desribes the variation in remitted VAT at the threshold

between di�erent �rms. However, this lassi�ation does not provide exogenous variation in terms of

tax inentives, as many other fators that ould a�et �rm responses also play a role in the omposition

of the sales and expenses of a �rm. For example, it ould be more straightforward for �rms operating

in setors with low expenses (suh as personal servies) to adjust their annual sales, regardless of the

size of the inentive. Also, �rms with large expenses are more likely to voluntarily register for VAT,

whih signi�antly dereases the inentives to respond to the threshold.

12

Table 2 shows that �rms with

smaller expense-to-sales ratios bunh more atively than others. Nevertheless, �rms with large relative

expenses also respond to the threshold, but to a signi�antly lesser extent.

Finally, many of the observed �rm and owner-level harateristis are orrelated with eah other.

For example, women have, on average, lower personal total inome (11,400 euros) in our estimation

sample, and over 90% of female-owned �rms are sole proprietors. Also, it is likely that �rms with smaller

expense-to-sales ratios, suh as �rms operating in the servie setor, have more annual transations than

12

For example, in 2009, 34% of �rms below the threshold were voluntarily registered for VAT in the �rst expense/sales

quartile, whereas the share was 59% in the fourth quartile.
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other similar-sized �rms. This implies that both the ompliane osts of VAT reporting and the implied

tax inentives are larger for these �rms. Therefore, we are not in general able to distinguish whih of

these various harateristis or inentives fully explain the greater exess bunhing by various groups. In

the next subhapter, we utilize variation in tax inentives and ompliane osts over time to study the

mehanisms behind the observed response. We further disuss heterogeneous responses to the threshold

in terms of welfare impliations in Setion 4.4.

Owner-level harateristis Women Men

Women Men Full time Part time Full time Part time Full time Part time

Exess bunhing 4.214 3.010 4.378 2.546 5.096 2.559 3.423 2.341

Std. error (0.140) (0.146) (0.133) (0.138) (0.153) (0.136) (0.156) (0.155)

Tot in < 10k Tot in 10-20k Tot in 20-30k Tot in > 30k

Exess bunhing 4.198 2.643 2.221 2.966

Std. error (0.131) (0.156) (0.189) (0.166)

Firm-level harateristis

By organizational form By industry lassi�ations

Sole propr. Partners. Corpor. Servies Hospitality Commere Constrution Other

Exess bunhing 3.690 2.365 2.121 3.603 3.158 2.424 2.888 2.574

Std. error (0.121) (0.200) (0.229) (0.208) (0.167) (0.127) (0.194) (0.159)

By input/sales ratios

1st quartile 2nd quartile 3rd quartile 4th quartile

Exess bunhing 4.703 2.718 1.665 1.001

Std. error (0.239) (0.165) (0.134) (0.107)

Table 2: Exess bunhing estimates for di�erent types of owners and �rms, 2000�2013

4.2 Tax inentives and ompliane osts

4.2.1 Tax inentives

To understand the impliations of size-based thresholds, it is important to know why �rms respond to

them. In the ase of the VAT threshold, small �rms ould respond to it both beause of tax inentives

and ompliane osts. From a poliy perspetive, it is ruial to know whether adjusting tax inentives

or ompliane osts would a�et the distortions aused by the threshold. We begin by studying the role

of tax inentives. We utilize the hange from the VAT noth system to the VAT kink system. Intuitively,

if the VAT rate at the threshold matters, we should �nd notably less �rms bunhing below the VAT kink

ompared to the VAT noth.

Figure 5 shows the sales distributions for all �rms around the VAT noth regime in 2000�2003 and

the VAT kink regime in 2004�2009. The �gure learly shows that exess bunhing at the threshold is

signi�ant and similar in size both in the VAT noth and the VAT kink regimes. In partiular, there is

no signi�ant di�erene when omparing the extent of the behavioral response in 2000�2003 and 2004-

2009. The estimate for the di�erene of the exess mass estimates between these regimes is small and

insigni�antly di�erent from zero, -0.269 (0.237).

13

13

This di�erene in the estimates is alulated as follows: we �rst estimate a large number of exess mass estimates for
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These �ndings indiate that despite the drasti drop in remitted VAT above the threshold after 2004,

we �nd no signi�ant hanges in the behavioral response to the VAT threshold. This implies that fators

other than the VAT rate strongly a�et the deisions of entrepreneurs.
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Figure 5: Bunhing at the VAT noth (2000�2003) and VAT kink (2004�2009)

To o�er further evidene of the e�ets of tax inentives, we utilize an industry-spei� VAT rate

redution. In an experiment with redued VAT rates in the servie industry in Finland, the VAT rate for

hairdressers was redued from 22% to 8% in 2007�2011. However, other similar types of servies, suh

as beauty salons, were not subjet to the redued rate. Therefore, if tax inentives drive the response,

we should observe a deline in exess bunhing for hairdressers in 2007�2011, in omparison to otherwise

similar servies with no hanges in the VAT rate.

14

Figure 6 shows the sales distributions around the VAT threshold for both hairdressers and beauty

salons in 2004�2006 and 2007�2009. From the �gure, we an observe that hairdressers bunh very atively

both before and after the reform (upper graphs), but there is a slight derease in the estimated exess

mass after the reform. However, when ompared to beauty salon servies, we observe a similar small

derease in exess bunhing between the two periods (lower graphs). The estimate for the �di�erene-

in-di�erenes� in exess bunhing over time between the two industries is not statistially di�erent from

zero (0.532 (1.072)).

15

This implies that the two setors do not di�er in terms of behavioral responses to

the threshold, even though that the VAT rate for hairdressers was nearly 60% lower in the latter period.

This result provides further evidene that the hange in tax inentives at the threshold does not a�et

the bunhing behavior. It is important to note that potential issues related to understanding the hanges

in the overall VAT system within the VAT relief reform do not play a role in Figure 6. In 2004�2009, the

both the VAT noth and VAT kink periods using the bootstrap proedure explained in Setion 2.5. After eah round, we

alulate the di�erene of the exess mass estimates, and then alulate the standard deviation of the average di�erene to

examine whether or not the di�erene in exess bunhing between the regimes is signi�antly di�erent from zero.

14

Kosonen (2015) studies the prie and demand e�ets of this targeted VAT rate redution for hairdressers using beauty

salons as a omparison group. In another redued VAT rate experiment, the VAT rate for restaurant meals was dereased

from 22% to 13% in July 2010. Harju, Kosonen and Nordström-Skans (2015) study �rm-level heterogeneity in prie

pass-through using the VAT rate redutions for restaurant meals in Finland and Sweden.

15

This di�erene is alulated similarly as desribed in footnote 13 above.
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overall VAT system was not hanged, apart from the experiment with redued rates for spei� types of

servies.
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Figure 6: Exess bunhing for hairdressers/barbers and beauty salons, 2004�2006 and 2007�2009

Finally, we study the behavior of voluntarily registered �rms from 2004 onward. These �rms are

eligible for full VAT relief below the threshold, implying that remitted VAT is zero even for voluntarily

registered �rms. Therefore, as these �rms are (voluntarily) subjet to the ompliane ost of reporting

VAT, they only fae hanges in tax inentives at the threshold.

Figure 7 shows that there is no exess bunhing for these �rms. This result for a seleted group of

voluntarily registered �rms adds our �nal piee of evidene that tax inentives at the threshold have no

signi�ant e�et on the behavior of small �rms.

16

4.2.2 Compliane osts

Next we study the e�ets of the ompliane osts of VAT reporting. In 2010, ompliane osts were

redued in two ways: First, �rms no longer needed to �le a separate delaration form to apply for VAT

relief. After 2010, just a simple tik in a box in the regular VAT form was required. Seond, small

�rms with annual sales below 25,000 euros are required to �le their VAT report annually, in ontrast to

monthly reporting before 2010.

16

We slightly modify our estimation strategy when estimating exess bunhing for voluntarily registered �rms. As these

�rms do not respond to the threshold in a signi�ant manner, we do not observe any drop in the sales distribution above

the threshold. Therefore, our baseline iteration method, where the upper limit of the exluded region is de�ned suh that

the exess mass equals the missing mass above the threshold, does not onverge. Thus we simplify the estimation by using

a �xed upper limit of 28 (whih is the upper limit in the baseline analysis presented in Figure 4). Varying the hoie of the

�xed upper limit does not hange the result in any signi�ant way.
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Figure 7: Exess bunhing for voluntarily registered �rms, 2004�2013

Figure 8 shows the sales distributions and exess mass estimates before (2004�2009) and after (2010�

2013) the ompliane ost reform. Exess bunhing is learly observable in both periods. However,

there is a visible derease in the exess mass after the reform. The estimate for the di�erene in exess

bunhing between these regimes is notable and statistially signi�ant (-1.351 (0.246)).

17

These results

imply that the redution in osts related to VAT reporting had a notable e�et on behavior, in ontrast

to hanges in tax inentives analyzed above.
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Figure 8: Bunhing at the VAT kink before (2004�2009) and after (2010�2013) the hange in ompliane

osts

Redution in ompliane osts also redued the osts of voluntary registration. Figure 9 shows

the share of voluntarily registered �rms below the threshold in 2004�2013. We observe a sharp and

distintive jump in voluntary registration from 45% to 55% after 2010. This indiates that the dereased

17

This di�erene is alulated similarly as desribed in footnote 13.
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ompliane osts inreased voluntary registration among small �rms. Importantly, voluntarily registered

�rms were eligible for full VAT relief from 2004 onward, implying that voluntarily registered �rms below

the threshold only fae the ompliane osts of VAT reporting.
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Figure 9: Share of voluntarily registered �rms below the threshold, 2004�2013

Cognitive osts related to understanding the VAT rules and regulations ould be an important part of

ompliane osts. One fator that might a�et the observed exess bunhing after 2004 and the inrease

in voluntary registration is the transpareny and awareness of the VAT relief sheme. Simplifying and

larifying the proedure applying for the relief in 2010 ould thus also ontribute to the derease in

observed bunhing after the reform.

We do not diretly observe awareness of VAT relief among �rms and entrepreneurs, but we do observe

whether a �rm has applied for relief from the register data. Thus we an haraterize general knowledge

of VAT relief by studying how many �rms above the threshold apply for the relief, and how this behavior

was a�eted by the 2010 reform. However, the level of this �take-up rate� is likely not to give us aurate

information about the atual awareness. Firms might not apply for the relief if the pereived ost of

applying exeeds the monetary bene�t. This is partiularly relevant for �rms with a large expense-to-sales

ratio, as the relative e�et of the relief on remitted VAT is smaller for them.

Figure 10 shows the take-up rates of the relief in 2004, 2007, 2011 and 2013. The vertial axis denotes

the share of �rms that we observed applying for VAT relief. The dashed vertial lines at 20,000 and

22,500 euros denote the end of the relief region in 2004 and after 2005, respetively.

The �gure shows that the take-up rate is around 30% just above the threshold in 2004 and 2007.

This suggests that a notable fration of �rms did not apply for the relief. The take-up rate signi�antly

inreases to approximately 60% in 2011 and 2013. This o�ers evidene that the awareness of the threshold
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rules also has an e�et. In addition, the �gure shows that the share of �rms that applied for relief dereases

along with sales, whih is reasonable as the monetary relief also gradually dereases at larger sales levels.
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Figure 10: Share of �rms applying for VAT relief in 2004, 2007, 2011 and 2013

Finally, we haraterize the e�et of the osts related to the intensity of VAT reporting. In addition

to annual reporting for �rms with sales below 25,000 euros, �rms with sales between 25,000�50,000 are

required to �le VAT reports quarterly after 2010, in ontrast to monthly reporting before the reform. If

the osts related to eah VAT report are important, we should �nd �rms bunhing below these thresholds

of 25,000 and 50,000 euros where the required reporting intensity hanges.

Figure 19 in the Appendix shows that there is no exess mass of �rms below these sales thresholds.

The small and sharp spike exatly at 25,000 euros is likely to be a round-number e�et, whih is also

detetable at other onvenient round numbers suh as 30,000 and 40,000 euros. However, reporting

frequeny thresholds only desribe reporting osts at the intensive margin, i.e. when the VAT threshold

is already exeeded and the �xed ost of VAT reporting materializes. Thus, Figure 19 highlights that

simply hanging the required reporting frequeny for �rms that are already reporting VAT is not likely

to a�et �rm behavior.

4.2.3 Summary

To summarize, our omprehensive analysis utilizing hanges in both the VAT rate and ompliane osts

over time shows that hanges in tax inentives do not a�et the behavior of small �rms, whereas om-

pliane osts appear to be muh more important. Figure 11 ollets these �ndings by presenting exess

mass estimates and the implied tax elastiity estimates for di�erent years. The elastiity estimates are

alulated by relating the sales response of the marginal bunher �rm to the hange in the remitted VAT,
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as desribed in Setion 2.5. Following the earlier tax responsiveness literature, this elastiity measure

assumes that the hange in the VAT rate at the threshold fully indues the behavioral response.

First, we �nd no hanges in exess bunhing at the threshold after 2003. We do not observe even a

gradual derease in exess bunhing over time, whih would be onsistent with entrepreneurs gradually

learning about the hange in tax inentives. In ontrast, we observe a sharp drop in exess bunhing

right after the derease in ompliane osts in 2010.

Seond, we �nd a lear jump in the tax rate elastiity estimate right after 2004. This is reasonable

as the extent of the behavioral response did not hange, but the 2004 reform onsiderably dereased the

remitted VAT for the marginal bunher �rm. However, it is implausible that the underlying tax rate

responsiveness of entrepreneurs would have experiened suh a sharp and sudden hike. For the elastiity

estimate to remain onstant, we should have observed an exess mass of approximately 0.9 after 2003.

However, the observed exess bunhing estimate does not derease at all, and is above 3 both before and

after 2004. This evidene strongly supports the hypothesis that the response is driven by ompliane

osts, and not by the VAT rate.
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Figure 11: Exess bunhing and the VAT rate elastiity at the threshold, 2000�2013

Our results highlight the key role of ompliane osts in the behavior of small �rms. This indiates

that the reporting and ognitive osts related to the threshold are the main auses of the distortive e�ets

of this size-based regulation. Intuitively, ompliane osts are largely �xed, i.e. they do not inrease

with sales above the threshold. Thus the relative signi�ane of them is likely to be more relevant for

smaller �rms than for larger �rms. Therefore, as a poliy onlusion, our results indiate that reduing

and simplifying reporting proedures is likely to derease the welfare osts of size-based rules for small
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�rms. We disuss the impliations regarding the optimal level of the VAT threshold in Setion 5.

Finally, we utilize our results to approximate the magnitude of the ompliane ost reated by the VAT

threshold. To do this, we assume that the entire response is aused by ompliane osts, as indiated by

the above results. Therefore, we interpret the response of the marginal bunher to stem from ompliane

osts only. In other words, using the overall response in 2000�2013, we alulate how muh net value

added the marginal bunher �rm is willing to forgo in order to loate just below the threshold.

We �nd that the ompliane osts of the threshold are approximately 1,600 euros. This estimate is

larger than the typial survey-based evaluations of ompliane osts for �rms, ranging from approximately

600 to 800 euros (see Crawford et al. (2010)). Our approah adds to this literature by estimating the

signi�ane and magnitude of ompliane osts for entrepreneurs using quasi-experimental variation and

loal non-linear estimation methods.

4.3 Anatomy of the response

Irrespetive of whether �rms avoid exeeding the VAT threshold beause of tax inentives or ompliane

osts, it is important to know how �rms adjust their behavior. In terms of poliy impliations, it is

relevant to know whether �rms respond by dereasing output, or by engaging in ative avoidane or

evasion measures. Responses along all behavioral margins a�et tax revenue. However, hanges in

real eonomi ativity, in this ase dereasing the (true) output of the �rm, an be onsidered more

detrimental in terms of welfare, whereas hanges through avoidane and evasion might not a�et the

real alloation of resoures with a similar magnitude (see e.g. Slemrod (1992), and Slemrod and Gillitzer

(2014)).

To study whether the responses are driven by real responses, avoidane or evasion, we examine how

the prodution fators that �rms are required to report to the Tax Administration, suh as the level of

equity, expenses and wages paid to employees, evolve around the VAT threshold. This analysis illustrates

the mehanisms related to the observed patterns of responses, rather than providing rigorous evidene

of avoidane or evasion. Almunia and Lopez-Rodriguez (2016) use a similar approah when studying the

anatomy of the e�et of a tax enforement threshold for large �rms in Spain.

How do we predit various �rm-level variables to evolve around the VAT threshold? If evasion through

underreporting of sales is the main explanation for why �rms loate themselves below the threshold, we

should �nd that the level of reported expenses, wages and equity levels are larger just below the threshold.

In other words, if sales are systematially underreported, we should observe the bunhing �rms to be,

on average, larger than other �rms around the threshold. It is important to note that �rms both below

and above the threshold have lear inentives to (honestly) report expenses and wages, as they need to

pay taxes on their pro�ts (sales minus expenses and wages). Therefore, in terms of minimizing taxes,

there are no inentives to underreport any arued osts that are tax dedutible. Thus in the absene of
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evasion responses, prodution fators should develop smoothly around the VAT threshold as the �rm's

sales inrease.

Another explanation for the bunhing behavior ould be avoidane. One way to avoid �rm-level VAT

liability is to set up multiple �rms and report the sales of eah entity separately suh that the threshold

is never exeeded. This type of behavior has been previously deteted for relatively large �rms (Onji

2009). We test this hypothesis by examining the average number of �rms per individual owner around

the threshold. If avoidane behavior explains the bunhing response, we should �nd the average number

of �rms per owner to be signi�antly larger just below the threshold than above it.

If we do not detet evidene of evasion or avoidane, it suggests that �rms respond by reduing real

output. However, as in other studies utilizing register-based data and quasi-experimental variation in

inentives, we do not observe intentional misreporting of overall business ativity, suh as operating fully

or partly in the blak market. Therefore, we are not able to provide onlusive evidene of potential

evasion responses.

Figure 12 shows the development of �rm-level fators around the VAT threshold using pooled data

for 2002�2013. In the �gure, we plot a loal polynomial funtion with 95% on�dene intervals using a

bandwidth of 100 euros to illustrate potential hanges in prodution fators around the threshold.

The upper two graphs show that the levels of �rm-level equity and total wages paid to employees

inrease smoothly as the sales of the �rm inrease. In other words, there are no jumps in these variables

at the VAT threshold. This implies that �rms on both sides of the threshold are equal in size, and this

gives a �rst piee of evidene that larger �rms do not otherwise loate themselves below the threshold

by underreporting their sales.

The lower-left graph in Figure 12 shows that the level of expenses jumps signi�antly just above the

threshold, indiating that, on average, �rms just below the VAT threshold inur less expenses to ahieve

a similar level of sales. However, this evidene does not point to ative evasion responses below the

threshold. In ontrast, it rather suggests that �rms just below the threshold have higher pro�t margins

and produtivity. The lower-right graph in Figure 12 also supports this view. On average, �rm pro�ts

are higher just below the VAT threshold and derease sharply right above the threshold. This is an

intuitive result, as �rms below the threshold do not need to pay VAT, and thus have higher after-tax

pro�ts than similar �rms with equal selling pries above the threshold that are subjet to VAT.
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Figure 12: Firm-level prodution fators around the VAT threshold, 2002�2013

In order to more rigorously examine whether or not there are statistially signi�ant di�erenes

in prodution fators at the threshold, we utilize the regression disontinuity (RD) method. The RD

approah o�ers us a way to investigate the statistial inferenes of potential di�erenes in prodution

fators at the VAT threshold.

18

Table 4 in the Appendix shows these results. The level of equity seems to

be statistially insigni�antly di�erent on both sides of the threshold. For wages, we observe a statistially

signi�ant inrease at the threshold, but the di�erene is very small (56 euros). In ontrast, the level

of expenses is learly smaller for �rms below the threshold ompared to �rms above it. Consistently,

reported pro�ts are also signi�antly higher for �rms below the threshold. Therefore, these results are

in line with the previous �ndings.

Figure 13 presents the average number of �rms per individual owner around the threshold. The

left-hand side of the �gure shows that avoidane via multiple �rms appears not to explain the observed

behavior, as there is no statistially signi�ant jump in the number of �rms below the threshold. Overall,

the average number of �rms per owner is very lose to one at the threshold. This is driven by the fat

that most small �rms in Finland are registered as sole proprietors (69% in our sample). For tax purposes,

an entrepreneur annot set up multiple �rms registered as a sole proprietor in the Finnish business tax

system.

The right-hand side of Figure 13 presents the number of �rms per owner when exluding sole pro-

prietors. This graph indiates that the number of �rms per owner just below the VAT threshold is

18

In a more tehnial detail, we follow the method presented in Calonio et al. (2014) by implementing a loal polynomial

RD point estimator with robust on�dene intervals. We use a loal linear regression with quadrati bias orretion, a

triangular kernel funtion to onstrut the estimator, and mean squared error optimal bandwidths.
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larger than above it. This implies that at least some owners appear to set up multiple partnership �rms

or orporations in order to avoid VAT liability. Nevertheless, this �nding does not explain the overall

bunhing result. Table 2 already showed that exess bunhing is evident among all types of �rms and

owners. In fat, in omparison to sole proprietors, the average exess bunhing is even somewhat smaller

for partnership �rms and orporations.
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Figure 13: The average number of �rms per owner around the VAT threshold, 2000�2013

In summary, the empirial �ndings show that ative avoidane and evasion responses do not explain

the observed bunhing behavior. This (indiretly) suggests that �rms respond to the threshold with a real

eonomi deision, i.e. by reduing output. Previous literature has shown that avoidane is an important

fator in explaining observed responses to VAT threshold and other size-based rules among larger �rms

(see e.g. Onji (2009), Li and Lokwood (2015), and Almunia and Lopez-Rodriguez (2016)). However,

our �ndings suggest that small �rms are not as able to utilize these behavioral margins ompared to

larger �rms, implying that the distortions aused by size-based thresholds ould have more signi�ant

welfare onsequenes among smaller �rms.

4.4 Growth e�ets

Size-based thresholds tend to reate inentives for �rms to stay small. This potentially indues negative

e�ets on �rm growth and implies signi�ant e�ieny losses. The panel struture of the data allows us

to follow �rms over time, and thus examine the e�ets of the VAT threshold on �rm growth.

We begin by examining the persistene rates in bunhing over time. The persistene rate denotes

the probability that a �rm remains in the same bin from one year to another. Figure 14 presents the

persistene rates of �rms within di�erent bins of 1,000¿ on both sides of the VAT threshold. The �gure
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learly shows that the persistene in the bin just below the threshold is notably larger than in other

bins lose to the threshold. For example, almost 25% of �rms loated just below the threshold in the

previous year also loated in the same bin in the next year (upper-left panel). The persistene rates in

other bins lose to threshold are learly smaller, approximately 10%. This implies that the threshold

signi�antly hinders the growth of small �rms, and reates a barrier for �rm growth. Furthermore,

the persistene rate just below the threshold seems to be evidently larger than in other bins near to

the threshold after multiple years, even after four years (lower-right panel). This further highlights the

potentially detrimental growth e�ets of the VAT threshold for small �rms.
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Figure 14: Persistene rates in di�erent bins around the VAT threshold after one, two, three and four

years, 2000�2013

In general, potential negative growth e�ets produe di�erent welfare impliations among di�erent

types of �rms. If low-inome entrepreneurs are �loked� below the threshold for many onseutive years,

the threshold has diret impliations for the well-being of these individuals. In ontrast, the relative

e�ets on disposable inome are less pronouned for part-time entrepreneurs who earn signi�ant inome

outside the �rm. Nevertheless, the welfare e�ets ould also be onsiderable for this group. In general,

it is ine�ient if highly produtive �rms loate themselves below the threshold repeatedly. Furthermore,

it ould be more e�ient in terms of overall produtivity if the entrepreneur worked full time in a highly

produtive �rm instead of being a wage earner. This potential ould be unrealized if the threshold

prevents these �rms from growing. Furthermore, it ould be that in the long run these �rms would hire

additional workers in the absene of this growth barrier.

Figure 15 presents the average growth rates of sales around the VAT threshold by owner-level inome
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groups. We alulate one-year logarithmi growth rates (t−(t−1)) of sales onditional on loating in 200

euro sales bins in the base year t−1. The upper-left panel of the �gure shows that the average growth rate

jumps just above the threshold among entrepreneurs with very low personal inome (earned + apital

inome < 10,000 euros). Among owners with inome between 10,000 and 20,000 euros, the growth rate

also inreases above the threshold (upper-right panel), but not as muh as in the lowest inome group.

In ontrast, the average growth rates seem to be rather stable around the threshold among owners with

higher inome levels above 20,000 euros. This indiates that the VAT threshold appears to signi�antly

derease the growth of �rms espeially among owners with low inome levels, but the lok-in e�et is not

signi�antly present for owners who have aess to signi�ant inome outside the �rm. Nevertheless, we

do observe that high-inome owners bunh atively below the threshold (see Table 2), but the threshold

does not appear to indue any longer-term distortions to these entrepreneurs.
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Figure 15: Annual sales growth rates of �rms with owners in di�erent inome groups, 2002�2013

In addition, we study the growth e�ets by omparing Finnish �rms to similar �rms in Sweden,

where the VAT threshold is not applied. For Sweden we have data on �rms operating in labor-intensive

industries in 2005�2013. Thus, in the following analysis, we restrit the data on Finnish �rms to inlude

only the same industries within the same period.

19

Swedish �rms represent an intuitive benhmark for analyzing the growth e�ets of the Finnish thresh-

old. Despite di�erent VAT threshold poliies, the VAT systems are otherwise similar in Finland and

19

Data on Swedish �rms is used with the permission of the Swedish Tax Administration. Labor-intensive industries

over mainly onstrution, leaning and other personal servies. In more detail, the data inlude Swedish and Finnish

�rms from the following two-digit industry odes: 41-43, 47, 50, 71, 74, 81, 84, 85, 88, 93, 95 and 96. More information on

the omposition of industry odes e.g. on Statistis Finland's website: http://www.stat.�/meta/luokitukset/toimiala/001-

2008/index_en.html.
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Sweden, e.g. in terms of standard VAT rates and redued rates for ertain industries. Also, Finland and

Sweden have very similar business tax systems and share similar overall institutions and ulture. There-

fore, we believe that Swedish �rms o�er a suitable omparison group for the growth rates of Finnish

�rms. To support this argument, Harju, et al. (2015) �nd that the overall development of �rms in

labor-intensive industries is very similar between Finland and Sweden.

Figure 16 shows the kernel density distributions of Finnish and Swedish small �rms (sales between

3,500�35,000 euros) in 2005�2013. As is evident from the �gure, Finnish �rms seem to bunh learly at

the VAT threshold (vertial solid line in the �gure) also in the subsample onsisting of �rms operating

in labor-intensive industries. In ontrast, the sales distribution for Swedish �rms is smooth, whih is

onsistent with the earlier �nding that the VAT threshold indues notable responses among Finnish small

�rms. Seond, the relative density of Finnish �rms is also larger in the whole region below the threshold,

and somewhat smaller above it. This gives us a �rst piee of indiative evidene of the negative growth

e�ets of the threshold when omparing Finland and Sweden.
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In order to study the growth e�ets in more detail, Figure 17 shows the average annual growth rates

in di�erent parts of the sales distribution (in 200 euro bins) for Finnish and Swedish �rms in 2005�2013.

The following three points are learly visible from the �gure. First, below the VAT threshold (vertial

dashed line), the average growth rate of Finnish �rms is approximately zero, while omparable Swedish

�rms inreased their annual sales by 10�15% on average. Seond, above the threshold and below the
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upper limit of the VAT relief region (vertial dotted line), the growth rates are slightly smaller among

Finnish �rms ompared to Swedish �rms. Third, above the upper limit of the VAT relief region, the

average growth rates are similar between ountries. These desriptive results strongly indiates that the

VAT threshold indues negative e�ets for the growth of small �rms in Finland, in omparison to the

Swedish system with no suh sales-based regulations.
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One disadvantage of the bunhing approah is that it mainly delivers evidene of intensive margin

responses, i.e. for �rms and entrepreneurs that have deided to start their business. However, the VAT

threshold ould also a�et extensive margin deisions related to the entry and exit of small �rms, whih

need to be onsidered when analyzing the overall distortions aused by this regulation.

Figure 20 in the Appendix haraterizes the e�et of the threshold on entry and exit. The �gure

shows the relative exit rates around the threshold and the distributions of entering �rms (at the time

the �rm/owner is �rst observed in the data) for �rms in labor-intensive industries in both Finland and

Sweden. The upper-left graph suggests that the VAT threshold has an e�et on exit deisions. It appears

that the exit rates are somewhat larger for �rms above the threshold than for �rms below it. However,

the exit rate drops just below the threshold, whih is onsistent with the above observation of a large

number of �rms loating themselves below the threshold in many onseutive years. In omparison, the

exit rates do not feature suh hanges in Sweden.

The upper-right graph of Figure 20 shows that entering �rms also tend to loate themselves just

below the threshold. This suggests that the threshold a�ets the distribution of both new and existing

�rms. In omparison, the distribution of entering �rms delines smoothly with sales in Sweden.
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To summarize, the VAT threshold a�ets the dynami deisions of �rms and distorts the whole

distribution of �rms. Our evidene supports the view that bunhing behavior is very permanent, as

a signi�ant share of �rms avoid exeeding the threshold for many onseutive years. This negative

growth e�et is foused on low-inome entrepreneurs rather than part-time owners with signi�ant inome

outside the �rm. This indiates that the threshold has diret e�ets on the well-being of low-inome

entrepreneurs. Moreover, a omparison between Finnish and Swedish �rms that operate in labor-intensive

industries supports the overall onlusion that the VAT threshold has onsiderable e�ets on growth,

highlighting the detrimental dynami e�ets of the threshold. In addition, �rm exit rates inrease above

the threshold, whih further emphasizes the negative e�et on growth.

5 Conlusions

We �nd that the VAT threshold for small �rms auses signi�ant behavioral responses in Finland. Our

results o�er ompelling evidene that even onsiderable redutions in the VAT rate do not a�et the

extent of �rms bunhing just below the threshold. However, we observe that a redution in ompliane

osts related to VAT reporting dereased the amount of exess mass at the threshold. This evidene

strongly suggests that ompliane osts drive the response.

Also, we �nd no diret evidene of avoidane or evasion nor that splitting larger �rms into smaller

entities explains the response, implying that �rms derease their real eonomi ativity to avoid VAT

liability. In general, real eonomi responses are more detrimental in terms of welfare than avoidane or

evasion responses, whih have smaller impliations for overall eonomi ativity.

In addition, we �nd evidene that bunhing behavior is very permanent, implying that the threshold

hinders the growth of small �rms. We �nd that the negative growth e�ets are largest among very

low-inome entrepreneurs, whih has diret impliations for the well-being of these individuals.

A vast existing literature has foused on estimating tax rate elastiities in order to reover su�ient

statistis on the distortions aused by various taxes (see e.g. Kleven and Waseem (2013) and Devereux et

al. (2014)). These studies typially ignore the potential e�ets of ompliane osts. Our results highlight

that ompliane osts indue signi�ant distortions among low-inome entrepreneurs, implying that tax

rate analysis is not su�ient when analyzing the welfare loss of the tax system. Moreover, we �nd that

ignoring ompliane osts an onsiderably overestimate the importane of tax rates. Therefore, if both

tax rates and ompliane osts are a�eted by similar (size-based) rules and thresholds, it is ruial to

distinguish between the e�ets of tax inentives and ompliane osts in order to produe onsistent

poliy onlusions about the e�ets of di�erent types of inentives.

Our results indiate that reduing and simplifying reporting proedures dereases the welfare osts of

size-based rules among small �rms. Lowering the osts of VAT registration and reporting would redue
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behavioral responses to the threshold, both within a year and over time. In the Finnish ase, avenues

for reduing ompliane osts inlude, for example, making the VAT relief system fully automati (ex

o�io), and by merging the VAT reporting forms with the annual inome tax �ling proedure.

In addition, our results relate to the theoretial literature approximating the optimal VAT threshold.

Keen and Mintz (2004) �nd that the optimal threshold depends on several fators, suh as administrative

osts, ompliane osts, the VAT tax rate, the ratio of value added to sales, and the marginal ost of publi

funds.

20

Many of these parameters are diretly observable, suh as the VAT rate and administrative osts.

However, ompliane osts and the marginal ost of publi funds need to be estimated.

Based on our empirial results, we approximated the ompliane osts of the VAT threshold for �rms

to be 1,600 euros. We use this estimate and the formula by Keen and Minz (2004) to approximate

the optimal VAT threshold in Finland. First, we assume that the marginal ost of publi funds is 1.3.

Then, using a VAT rate of 24% (standard VAT rate in Finland), a ratio of value added to sales of

70% (alulated using our baseline sample), and an administrative ost of 320 euros per �rm (following

Crawford et al. (2010) and assuming that 20% of ompliane osts represent the administrative osts of

the tax administration), we approximate the optimal VAT threshold to be 32,000 euros in Finland. This

estimate is learly larger than the urrent VAT threshold of 10,000 euros.

Therefore, in addition to reduing the ompliane osts of �rms, the distortive e�ets of the threshold

ould be redued by inreasing it. This is intuitive, as the �xed ompliane ost is likely to be less

signi�ant for larger �rms. However, earlier literature shows that larger �rms tend to respond to size-

based thresholds by avoidane and/or evasion (see e.g. Onji (2009)), rather than real eonomi responses.

Thus there is likely a tradeo� between redued negative e�ets of ompliane osts and inreased evasion

and avoidane responses if the urrent threshold is inreased.

20

Keen and Mintz (2004) show that the formula for the optimal VAT threshold is the following: z∗ =
δA+C

(δ−1)τN
, where δ

denotes the marginal ost of publi funds, τ the VAT rate, N the ratio of value added to sales, A administrative osts and

C ompliane osts.
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Figure 18: Bunhing at the VAT threshold: taking into aount round numbers in the estimation of the

ounterfatual density, 2000�2013

Order of polynomial (baseline=7)

4 6 8 10

Exess bunhing 3.201 3.022 2.840 2.607

Std. error (0.131) (0.163) (0.169) (0.210)

Bunhing region (baseline=(-9 - 0))

-4 - 0 -6 - 0 -12 - 0 -15 - 0

Exess bunhing 2.314 2.759 3.271 3.521

Std. error (0.082) (0.112) (0.226) (0.292)

Table 3: Robustness heks: order of the polynomial and the bunhing region, 2000�2013
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Figure 19: Annual sales of �rms and VAT reporting thresholds: 25,000e (quarterly reporting) and 50,000e

(monthly)

VARIABLES Equity Wages Expenses Pro�ts

Estimate 50.14 56.10*** 1,620*** -447.1***

(72.98) (16.44) (6.145) (63.73)

Observations 98,205 84,592 14,776 63,688

BW Lo. Poly. (h) 1549 1169 183 860.5

BW Bias (b) 2888 1901 456.3 2009

Standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4: Di�erenes in prodution fators aross the threshold alulated using the regression disonti-

nuity approah (following the approah in Calonio et al. (2014))
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Figure 20: Exit rates and distributions of entering �rms, �rms in labor-intensive industries in Finland

and Sweden, 2005�2013
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